NOTES:
1. Water meters, 50mm dia. size shall be installed horizontally inside the meter chambers as shown in standard installation
drawing PEW-STD-AMI-005. These meters shall be installed in concrete waterproof chambers in the same level of
mainline or raised to ground level as per the site condition to avoid ground water flooding inside the meter chamber.
2. Bulk meter 50mm dia. and greater sizes should not be installed in the basement, pump room, meter room, upper floors
or roof of the buildings under any circumstances.
3. Water meter location and its access should be free from any obstruction such as signboards, barriers, plants& gardens
etc. and minimum 2 mtr. Clearance away from any electrical services.
4. Meter installation guidelines shall strictly be followed while installing the meter.
5. Meter should not be allowed to fall or receive impact damage during installation.
6. Meter shall be installed in accordance with the arrows shown on the body of the meter.
7. Meter register shall be arranged to read the meter easily from outside the chamber.
8. Pipes, valves and all other fittings used for meter connection shall be high quality, heavy duty, non-toxic, non-corrosive
material.
9. A Non-Return Valve (NRV) shall be installed after the above valve to restrict reverse flow of water from Customer
water tank to the DEWA network.
10. Size of the pipeline connected after the meter should be the same size of the meter until it reaches to the Consumer
Tank.
11. Installation of T joints, bends etc. immediately before or after the meter should be avoided.
12. The meter should always be full of water to avoid air flow through the meter, a 90 deg. bend raised upwards shall be
installed after meter to connect it to customer pipeline, as required.
13. Proper Concrete Support shall be provided for the Valves, Pipes and fittings inside the meter chamber in order to
avoid any displacement of meter and associated fittings. Water Meter and flanges or any other part should not be
covered by concrete.
14. Flanges, nuts & bolts used for the meter connection shall be stainless steel 316L.
16. Do not attempt to correct problems by hitting the body of the meter.
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15. All connections shall be checked thoroughly for leak after installation of the meter.
17. Never try to adjust the meter position after tightening the bolts.
18. Pipeline shall be flushed thoroughly before the installation of the meter.
19. Full-bore valves shall be fitted upstream & downstream to isolate the meter for maintenance.
20. Consumer shall install a separate valve outside the meter chamber on their pipeline to isolate water supply for any
maintenance works.
21. A Non-Return Valve (NRV) shall be installed outside the meter chamber on customer pipeline to restrict reverse flow
of water from customer storage tank to Dewa water network/meter.
22. Installation of water booster pump upstream or downstream the meter is prohibited, any violations will be penalized
as per the applicable laws.
23. Consumers can install water pumps after their storage tank, if required.
24. Ensure the construction/installation of meter chamber including the chamber cover is completed before installing the
meter to avoid damage to the meter.
GUIDELINES FOR WATER METER CHAMBER CONSTRUCTION
1. The size of water meter chamber for 50mm dia. bulk meters shall be constructed in 1500mm length, 1000mm width
and 600mm depth as shown in the drawing No. PEW-STD-AMI-005. These dimensions shall be strictly followed for the
construction of meter chamber to accommodate meter and associate fittings as per typical installation drawing.
2. Meter chamber shall be located away from the electrical cables, overhead lines as well as other magnetic field areas and
vibrating heavy machineries.
3. It shall be situated outside the premise boundary wall and 24/7 access shall be provided.
4. The meter shall be installed in a chamber (meter shall not be buried) suitable in size for fitting in, maintenance and
removal of the meter.
5. The meter chamber shall be waterproof, clear of obstacles, even, rigid and not slippery. There shall be a sump pit inside
chamber for draining water.
6. Meter chamber shall be protected from getting buried by sand, rainwater, flooding and barricaded to avoid parking
vehicles on the chamber.
7. The flange or body of the meter and valve should not be covered by concrete while constructing the chamber.
8. Nut & Bolt shall be positioned in such a way that Nut on wall/concrete block side and Bolt on Meter/Valve side for easy
tightening and removal of the same.
9. A 25mm dia. heavy duty conduit shall be laid between Water Meter Chamber and LV room for Meter communication
cable.
10. The conduit shall be GI if routed along walls/ceilings leading to LV room or CPVC (with wall thickness of 2.8mm) if laid
underground in sand or concealed in concrete/block walls. In any case, while entering the LV room, the conduit shall be
changed to GI at a minimum of 2m distance before entering LV room.
11. A two way junction box of appropriate material shall be provided at every 25m length and each corner (direction
change) of the conduit with metallic pulling spring for cable pulling purpose. In case of underground conduit, a concrete
pit of dimension 200X200X150mm shall be provided to accommodate the two way Junction box. The connection of
conduit to Junction box shall be done with proper couplings/adaptors.
12. PVC Junction box of dimension 100X100X50mm and IP 66 rating shall be provided inside Meter Chamber and fitted
with a PVC PG-7 gland.
13. A GI Junction box of dimension 150X150X50mm and IP 56 rating shall be installed inside the LV room on wall at a
suitable position at a height of 1600mm from finished floor level. The connection between conduit and Junction box
shall be through suitable couplings/adaptors.
14. Meter chamber cover shall be of GRP material so that wireless/radio signals can get through for meter
communication.
15. Meter chamber cover shall be clearly and indelibly marked with DEWA logo and the wording 'Water Meter' on the
cover in Arabic and English language.
16. DEWA Account No. plate shall be affixed inside the meter chamber wall for identification.
17. DEWA is responsible for the supply and installation of water meters and valves for new connections. Meters are
installed either by DEWA staff or Contractors acting on behalf of DEWA. Customers and property developers are
responsible for supply and installation of all ancillary fittings and pipe-work after the meter and connecting the supply
from the meter to their pipe connections/storage tank in accordance with relevant DEWA specifications and standard
drawings.
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